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Abstract: Interaction is a process that facilitates second language acquisition. However, interaction per se does
not lead to comprehension and it is believed that modifications to the structure of the interaction by moves to
check or to seek, aid comprehension. The current study is aimed at determining students’ interactions, which
were involved in negotiation of grammatical structures, in terms of types and frequencies of negotiation of
meaning functions in Malaysian context. Participants of this study were 15 English as second language learners
at Universiti Putra Malaysia (UPM). They were involved in a series of discussions over selected grammatical
structures. Analysis of students’ chat logs was carried out through computer - mediated discourse analysis
(CMDA). This study yielded 10 types of functions in negotiation of meaning, which are confirmation,
confirmation check, elaboration, elaboration request, correction, clarification request, reply elaboration,
comprehension check, reply clarification or definition, reply confirmation. According to the findings of this
study, the most - frequently used functions were confirmation, confirmation check and elaboration and the least
frequently used functions were reply confirmation, reply clarification and definition and comprehension check.
However, due to lack of studies of similar nature, no comparison was made between findings of this study and
the existing data in SLA. Findings of this study will add to teachers’ ever increasing array of options with which
to meet the needs of students. With regard to current situation of Malaysia as the country with so many
international students, future studies of these kinds can take into account the factors of proficiency, dyads,
age and their effect on students’ interactions in terms of negotiation of meaning.
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INTRODUCTION negotiation of meaning have been given special attention

Advances in information and computer technologies According Ellis [3], negotiation of meaning manifests
(ICTs) have raised the issue of immediacy of the need to itself [in] the conversational exchanges that arise when
use computer technology in language learning and interlocutors seek to prevent a communicative impasse
teaching. Computer - mediated communication (CMC) has occurring  or  to remedy an actual impasse that has risen
extended its boundaries that surpass time and location for (p. 3). In other words, negotiation of meaning is a process
language learning and teaching. Akayoglu and Altun [1] in which interlocutors try to convey information to one
define CMC as “any form of communication between two another and reach mutual comprehension through
or more individuals who interact and/or influence each restating, clarifying and confirming information [4]. It is
other via separate computers through the internet or a yet to be known whether interactive negotiation results in
network  connection, using social software” (p. 292). acquisition. However, according to research on
Different  modes  of CMC, as it is asynchronous such as interaction, the conditions for SLA are enhanced by the
E-mails or synchronous in the form of online interactions, presence of discourse moves that allow interlocutors to
afford a high level of interaction. Interaction and ensure message comprehensibility. Up until recently,

as essential elements of language acquisition in SLA [2].
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focus of the most studies has been on the outcome of this Materials: participants were involved in discussion over
interaction as to whether or not it leads to learning [5-8]. a series of sentence combining activities which were
In recent years, studies have made a huge turn to analyze supposed to draw students’ attention mostly to
context of interaction regardless of whether or not it leads coordinating conjunctions, subordinate and relative
to learning [1, 2, 7, 9-13]. clauses and noun clauses and phrases; the researcher

Consequently, the focus of more recent studies has combined a cluster of basic sentences (kernel sentences)
been on analyzing interactions specially those provided into subordinate/ co-ordinate structures in different forms.
through the medium of computer in terms of negotiation The students’ lack of knowledge of these and other
of meaning functions. As a result, “ethnographic and grammatical features is usually getting in their way of
discourse- analytic methods” with an emphasis on the adequately understanding the texts. Therefore, students
broader context in which the learning takes place have were online for five one-hour written chat sessions
achieved popularity in finding patterns on the Net [14]. negotiating different ways of combining simple sentence
This paper was an attempt to contribute to the which necessitated the use of preselected grammatical
understanding of negotiation of meaning in a text-based items. At the beginning of each session, the current
synchronous computer-mediated communication researcher contextualized the different activities by giving
environments. To this end, two research questions were background information about them and modeled different
examined for this study: ways that a set of original simple sentences can be

What are the types of negotiation of meaning so that students could see that there was more than one
functions in English as second language learners’ way of rewriting the same sentences. In sample
interactions? combinations, it was emphasized that although
What are the frequencies of negotiation of meaning grammatical accuracy is important, meaningfulness and
functions in English as second language learners’ appropriateness of use are equally essential. Multiple
interactions? solutions were encouraged and the participants

negotiated meanings derived from various ways of
MATERIALS AND  METHODS rewriting the sentences.

Participants: This study was conducted with the Method of Analysis: Computer – mediated discourse
participation of 15 undergraduate students who were analysis  (CMDA)  was  a  response to the growing
majoring in Bachelors of Arts in Education undergraduate interest in CMC provided by the internet and a
program, with specialization in teaching English as a consequent desire to understand and maximize the effects
second language (TESL) from the department of of this new medium [15]. CMDA was first coined by
Language and Humanities Education at Universiti Putra Herring in 1995. Ethnographic observation, surveys,
Malaysia (UPM). The participants, both males (2) and interviews, or other methods may be used to support
females (13), were predominantly of Malay (9), Chinese (1) CMDA and this kind of analysis may also involve some
and Indian ethnicity (4), who spoke English as their qualitative and quantitative analysis. However, analysis
second language. They were divided into three groups of of logs of verbal interaction (characters, words,
four or five each. The reason for dividing these students utterances, messages, exchanges, threads, archives, etc.)
is to avoid overcrowded chat sessions and the threats constitutes main and core part of definition for CMDA.
that it may have on following smooth flow of That is, any analysis of CMC follows a purely linguistic
conversation. At the beginning of this study, participants approach and can be interpreted based on language and
were given information regarding the study excluding the language use in these environments [16]. According to
part that was related to the issue under observation- Herring, four domains or levels of language that is
negotiation of meaning. This was done to minimize the structure, meaning, social behavior and interaction, can be
threat  that would affect the results of the study if the the subject of CMDA and the latter includes turn-taking,
issue of negotiation of meaning was disclosed. In topic development and other means of negotiating
addition, prior to participating in the study, participants interactive exchanges. This analysis approach is applied
were briefed on issues like the aim of this study, the time to identify how discourse patterns emerge in participants’
schedule, communicative tasks, the place and the data negotiations of meaning in synchronous (simultaneous)
collection procedure. text-based CMC.

combined with the use of preselected grammatical items
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In a broad sense, CMDA is based on the same
theoretical assumptions that underlie linguistic discourse.
First of all, recurrent patterns characterize discourse which
may be produced consciously and unconsciously; in the
latter case a speaker may not be aware of what she is
doing and thus direct observation may produce more
reliable generalizations than a self-report of his behavior.
A basic goal of discourse analysis is to identify patterns
in discourse that are demonstrably present, but that may
not be immediately obvious to the casual observer or to
the discourse participants themselves. Second, it is
assumed  that  discourse  involves  speaker choices.
These choices are not conditioned by purely linguistic
considerations, but rather reflect cognitive [17] and social
[18] factors. In other words, discourse analysis can
provide information about both non-linguistic and
linguistic phenomena. The third assumption, exclusively
related to CMDA, emphasizes the possible role of
technological features of CMC in shaping computer-
mediated discourse.

Data Collection: The researcher of the study was present
throughout the discussion sessions as a facilitator and
topic initiator. The experimental group was involved in
sentence combining activities with the sole purpose of the
negotiation of grammatical structures that were adapted
from Pack and Henrichsen [19] in which the aim is to
familiarize students and participants with sentence
combining strategies. The participants practiced rewriting
sentences and discussed their justifications for their
grammatical and rhetorical choices. The rational for
choosing grammatical items for this study is based on
previous literature and level of difficulty of these items for
respective proficiency levels. Students in this task
negotiated rewriting sentences in different ways paying
attention to grammatical, meaningfulness and
appropriateness of sentences. The researcher combined
some simple sentences (kernel sentences) as a model and
spoke out his thought while doing this. These exercises
are framed in contexts that narrowly resemble the ones in
which students are going to use it and that they
reproduce language likely to be found in naturally
occurring discourse situations. After having finished the
discussion sessions, the transcribed chat logs which are
usually in HTML format were extracted from the history
section of yahoo messenger and then copied and pasted
to a word processing document. They are then organized
according  to  the  number of sessions in order to facilitate

Table 1: The Taxonomy Prepared by Patterson and Trabaldo (2006)

Functions of Negotiation of meaning

Clarification request Confirmation **
Comprehension check Elaboration request **
Confirmation request Reply elaboration ** 
Correction/ self – correction
Elaboration
Reply clarification / definition 
Reply comprehension
Reply confirmation
Reply vocabulary 
Vocabulary check 

** Functions of negotiation of meaning added by Akayoglu and Altun
(2009)

the  analysis. Parts of the chat logs that were indicative of
information about time of turns, joining and leaving the
conference were omitted and the rest including the
opening, body and closing parts of the chats were
considered for analysis. Furthermore, students’ names
were replaced with numbers in order to stick to the
principle of confidentiality. Finally the organized data
were entered into Qualitative Research Data Analysis
Computer Software, Hyper Research 2.6.1. 

Data Analysis: The data were analyzed by means of
CMDA. The novelty of environments and platforms on
the Internet necessitate the new methods and approaches
to discourse analysis and a new term, CMDA, emerged in
1995 [20]. Using this approach, CMC environments were
analyzed to better understand the discourse within these
environments.

Coding Procedure: Discourse analysis of the students’
interactions in written synchronous CMC environment,
was carried out with the use of taxonomies which were
developed and adapted by Patterson and Trabaldo [2],
alongside four categories added by Akayoglu and Altun
[1]. These taxonomies are presented in Table 1 and
illustrated with data from this study in Table 2. These
codes were applied to the data in this study. 

Intercoder Reliability: Throughout the whole process of
discourse analysis of participants’ interactions, one
colleague in the field of TESL was asked to re – code
students’ interactions based on the coding taxonomy.
When  the  researcher  and  the  intercoder  were  done
with their coding, the intercoder reliability was tabulated
using the SPSS statistical package. The intercoder
reliability in this study was checked with Cohen Kappa
which was .75.
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Table 2: Functions of Negotiation of Meaning: Explanations and Examples
Function Explanation Example
Clarification request Statements such as “I don’t understand,” wh- questions, 30: you need motivation to study well and get a good score at IELTS

yes/no questions and tag questions are made by the 13: you need motivation to study well and get good score in IELTS
listener to clarify what the speaker has said 4: agree with participant 30 answer

12: If you want to get good score at IELTS, you need to study well
and motivation.
13: oh.. we come up with the same sentence..participant 0030
13: mahmud.. you need to study well and motivation?

Confirmation Students’ understanding of previous utterance 21: I think there should be a coma after the name of the university to
as Manifested in their repetition of previous show a pause.
utterance and rising of their intonation 34: that is right 

34: what about the first sentence
31: Ramonita Espinoza who used to be a soccer coach at notre dome
university now works at Uconn
34: Ramonita Espinooza who used to coach at Notre Dome University,
now works at UConn as the new soccer coach.
21: Thank you but is the use of "but" in the sentence correct

Confirmation check Requesting the confirmation of the previous 17: "I fell in love with Maria, a wild artist and seldom made sense, but
sentence to be sure that speaker and listener 33: Well, there's no grammatical error
has understood correctly her wilderness never 19: I think grammatically it is correct, yet it is not complete
bothered me to marry her." 33: I fell in love with Maria; who was a wild artist which seldom made

sense?
22: use of "which" instead of ''and ''

Correction or self Correcting an error made by another speaker 4: I fell in love with Maria who's a wild artist that seldom makes sense.
correction or self-correction of one’s own error. Her wildness never bothered me and I married her.

13: change and to so?
34: so is possible
4: The meaning is lost in translation
4: if u use so
34: I think you are right
4: aaadila, it's not lost

Elaboration Elaborating the meaning of a previous statemen 33: I fell in love with Maria; who was a wild artist which seldom made
no matter whether the previous statement belongs sense?
to him or her. 19: I agree on participant 0033"s idea… her sentence makes sense and

it is complete
34: something is wrong with the use of;
32: yes I agree too.
34: semi colon 
22: lol
19: what is semi colon?

Elaboration request Requesting elaboration if he or she does not have 4: I fell in love with Maria. She was a wild artist. She seldom made sense.
an idea about the speaker’s utterance and Her wildness never bothered me. I married her.
requesting extra information. 34: the use of so is not right 

4: still can make sense if we use 'so' in translation
13: the meaning is still the same right? If we change ''and'' to 'so'?
4: I fell in love with Maria. She was a wild artist. She seldom made sense.
Her wildness never bothered me. I married her.
34: aadila why did you repeat the first sentences
4: I wanted to make a point.

Reply clarification Clarifying his or her previous statement as a result 33: Michael passed the test but nobody knew the reasons since he
of request (clarification request). did not study

34: but they are away from what we have in English 
33: Michael passed the test, but nobody knew the reasons since he
did not study.
17: what do you mean?
34: I mean too booky 
33: what?
34: sorry bookish
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Table 2: Continued

Reply confirmation Confirming a statement when someone 34: The Twilight stars, Robert Pattinson and Kristen Stewart,
requests confirmation with expressions like separated from each other for a while but decided to give their love
“yes,” “OK,” “you are right.” another chance.

34: why did she put between commas
33: to explain that RP and KS are the Twilight stars
34: actually do we need this information?
34: I mean can we know them without this information
33: If it refers to only Twilight stars, it could be anybody

Reply elaboration Elaborating his or her own statement to make it 34: and this is original sentences: Robert Pattinson and Kristen Stewart
clear as a result of request (elaboration request). are Twilight stars. They separated from each other for a while.

They decided to give their love another chance. 
32: are she removed this....
34: why did she put between commas
34: it is right 
33: to explain that RP and KS are the Twilight stars

Vocabulary check Asking if the other person understood what was 4: I fell in love with Maria. She was a wild artist. She seldom made sense.
said and generally expecting that he or Her wildness never bothered me. I married her.
she understood 12: all the characteristic made he married Maria

12: so if we use so it means
12: he married Maria because of her wildness
12: Don’t you think so?

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The current study targeted two research questions.
The first one was related to the types of negotiation of
meaning functions and the second one was related to the
frequencies of the negotiation of meaning functions.
Among the data for this study, 10 types of negotiation of
meaning functions were observed. The number of words
that was analyzed was 25724 and the number of words
related  to  negotiation of meaning was found to be 4121.
In addition, data obtained revealed that 16% of the words
were related to negotiation of meaning functions.

According to Table 3, four functions of reply
comprehension, reply vocabulary, vocabulary check and
vocabulary request were not present in the data. The
percentages of the negotiation of meaning are as follows:
Clarification request (3), Comprehension check (1),
Confirmation (28), Confirmation check (28), Correction or
self correction (7), Elaboration (18), Elaboration request
(10), Reply clarification or definition (1), Reply
confirmation (1), Reply elaboration (3).

The results of the data analysis, indicate that
confirmation check and confirmation were seen as the
most frequent types of negotiation of meaning with a
percentage of 28, Elaboration was the third most frequent
one. This shows that confirmation check, confirmation,
elaboration are the most preferred utterances by the
participants. The least frequently used types are reply
comprehension,  reply  vocabulary,  vocabulary check and

Table 3: Types and Frequencies of the Negotiation of Meaning Functions

Functions Frequency Percentage

Confirmation check 140 28
Confirmation 139 28
Elaboration 91 18
Elaboration request 49 10
Correction or self correction 36 7
Clarification request 14 3
Reply elaboration 13 3
Comprehension check 6 1
Reply clarification or definition 5 1
Reply confirmation 3 1
Reply comprehension 0 0
Reply vocabulary 0 0
Vocabulary check 0 0
Vocabulary request 0 0

Total 496 100

vocabulary request. They are not observed in the data of
this study. Since there are no cases of reply
comprehension, reply vocabulary, vocabulary check and
vocabulary request, the other least frequently used
categories are given here as the least frequently used
ones. The least frequent categories are comprehension
check (1), reply confirmation (1) and reply clarification or
definition (1). 

As can be seen from Table 4, average negotiation of
meaning functions per 100 words for five sessions was
1.93. In total, students were involved in negotiations at an
average 1.93 per 100 words.
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Table 4: Percentage of Negotiation of Meaning Functions per Sessions and per 100 Words

Number of words Number of words 
Negotiation of meaning analyzed related to negotiation Percentage of negotiation Negotiation of meaning
functions of meaning per sessions of meaning functions functions per 100 words

Sessions (1-5) 496 25724 4121 1.93 1.93

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS However, no comparison was made between findings

Research questions of this study were related to the due to the lack of studies of the similar nature. Because in
types and frequencies of negotiation of meaning this study, the negotiation was over grammatical
functions. This study yielded 10 types of functions in structures while in most of the other studies of this
negotiation of meaning, which are confirmation check, nature, the negotiation was mostly over content. For
confirmation, elaboration, elaboration request, correction example, Samani and Noordin [22] involved students in a
or self correction, clarification request, reply elaboration, serious of negotiated interaction over short stories, their
comprehension check, reply clarification or definition, analysis of students in terms of negotiation of meaning
reply confirmation. Confirmation check was found to be functions yielded patterns of negotiation of meaning
the most frequent negotiated function. High frequency of functions that include Confirmation, Elaboration,
occurrence of these strategies is justifiable from social Elaboration request, Confirmation check, Correction or
point of view as students try to keep a balance between self correction, Reply elaboration, Clarification request,
the smooth flow of even exchange and the negotiation Reply clarification or definition, Reply confirmation,
functions they use. That is, uneasy social relationships Vocabulary check. Patterns of negotiation of meaning in
will be created unless interlocutors avoid too many their study bear a similarity to the findings of this study
impasses and repairs. In the same token, Pica [21] found in terms of the most and the least frequently used
too many clarification questions annoying. Furthermore, negotiation of meaning functions. However, students in
four categories of reply comprehension, reply vocabulary, this study negotiated grammatical structures with a ratio
vocabulary check, vocabulary request were not observed of 1.93 words per 100 words which were slightly lower
in this study which is in line with the findings of previous than students did in their negotiations over the content.
studies [1, 9] in that the occurrence of negotiation of To summarize, caution should be exerted in interpretation
meaning functions can be influenced by high proficiency of the findings of this study due to the lack of studies of
level of students and native like students’ interactions the similar nature and it should be bore in mind that any
usually lack functions related to vocabulary like comparison with existing data in SLA is of tentative
comprehension check and reply comprehension. nature.
According to the findings of Schwienhorst [11], more In the light of the findings of this study, teachers may
proficient second language learners’ interactions in terms emphasize the use of internet by their students in the
of negotiation of meaning functions were more similar to process of second or foreign language learning. Being
NS- NS dyads than NS- NNS dyads. aware of the characteristics of these environments in

Alarmingly, there has been lack of research on terms of the use of functions like clarification,
internet environments and what happens in these confirmation and elaboration, reply clarification, reply
environments especially in relation to language learning confirmation and reply elaboration, students can build on
and teaching. This is a worrisome situation given the fact their scaffolding within their zone of proximal
that not only education system in Malaysia requires development in the process of second of foreign language
teachers to use these environments in their undertakings learning. Future studies in Malaysia can focus on finding
in  the  school curricula but also students as those whose the patters of negotiation of meaning negotiated
lives revolve very much around digital technology expect interactions over grammatical items through other modes
these environments. This lack of research from the point of CMC like voice chat and video chat and their findings
of view grammatical structures is also problematic since can be compared with previous studies in literature.
they are considered as important part of second language Furthermore, proficiency as a factor that influences the
acquisition and most studies in these environments process of negotiation of meaning can be the focus of
excluded this important part. future  studies; participants of this study were all advance

of this study with the findings of other studies in SLA
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second language learners and studies with participants of 12. Sotillo, S.M., 2000. Discourse functions and syntactic
elementary and intermediate levels of proficiency can complexity in synchronous and asynchronous
yield different results. Taking into account the current communication. Language Learning & Technology,
situation of Malaysia as the country that host so many 4(1): 82-119.
international students from all over the world, researchers 13. Toyoda, E. and R. Harrison, 2002. Categorization of
can examine different dyads to find out effect that factor text chat communication between learners and native
of proficiency can have on students’ interactions in terms speakers of Japanese. Language Learning &
of negotiation of meaning. Technology, 6(1): 82-99.
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